Morphogenesis-or the origin of complex natural form-has long fascinated researchers from practically every branch of science. However, we know practically nothing about how we perceive and understand such processes. Here, we measured how observers visually infer shape-transforming processes. Participants viewed pairs of objects ('before' and 'after' a transformation) and identified points that corresponded across the transformation. This allowed us to map out in spatial detail how perceived shape and space were affected by the transformations. Participants' responses were strikingly accurate and mutually consistent for a wide range of nonrigid transformations including complex growth-like processes. A zero-free-parameter model based on matching and interpolating/ extrapolating the positions of high-salience contour features predicts the data surprisingly well, suggesting observers infer spatial correspondences relative to key landmarks. Together, our findings reveal the operation of specific perceptual organization processes that make us remarkably adept at identifying correspondences across complex shape-transforming processes by using salient object features. We suggest that these abilities, which allow us to parse and interpret the causally significant features of shapes, are invaluable for many tasks that involve 'making sense' of shape.
a b s t r a c t
Morphogenesis-or the origin of complex natural form-has long fascinated researchers from practically every branch of science. However, we know practically nothing about how we perceive and understand such processes. Here, we measured how observers visually infer shape-transforming processes. Participants viewed pairs of objects ('before' and 'after' a transformation) and identified points that corresponded across the transformation. This allowed us to map out in spatial detail how perceived shape and space were affected by the transformations. Participants' responses were strikingly accurate and mutually consistent for a wide range of nonrigid transformations including complex growth-like processes. A zero-free-parameter model based on matching and interpolating/ extrapolating the positions of high-salience contour features predicts the data surprisingly well, suggesting observers infer spatial correspondences relative to key landmarks. Together, our findings reveal the operation of specific perceptual organization processes that make us remarkably adept at identifying correspondences across complex shape-transforming processes by using salient object features. We suggest that these abilities, which allow us to parse and interpret the causally significant features of shapes, are invaluable for many tasks that involve 'making sense' of shape. achievement (El-Gaaly, Froyen, Elgammal, Feldman, & Singh, 2015; Feldman & Singh, 2006; . This suggests that the visual system has evolved supremely flexible mechanisms to understand even complex transformations. Here, we sought to measure in detail how human observers identify correspondence across non-rigid transformations-and define a simple model of how the visual system might achieve this. One reason little is known about the mechanisms of perception and understanding of complex shape transformations, is that morphogenic processes are a particularly rich class of transformations. For example, all organisms change their shape with the passage of time, yielding a virtually infinite number of growth transformations. Observing growth and its driving forces is hardly possible because (i) growth is driven by unobservable mechanisms and factors within organisms, (ii) it stretches over long periods of time, and (iii) often proceeds discontinuously. Finally, growth affects different parts of an organism differently, and often alters principal features of shape, so that the appearance of an organism can change drastically across the transformation process (e.g., the metamorphosis of a tadpole into a frog). All of these factors suggest that establishing object constancy across morphogenic processes such as growth is more difficult compared to many other classes of transformations. Empirical studies on the visual perception of growth are scarce (Pittenger & Todd, 1983; Rosengren, Gelman, Kalish, & McCormick, 1991) and nonexistent for the effect of growth on visual shape representation. How might the visual system represent shape under these challenging conditions?
In his much-admired book On Growth and Form, Thompson (1942) suggested that the shapes of diverse and phylogenetically distant species are often related to one another by simple non-rigid transformations (Fig. 3a) . This has inspired some perception researchers to suggest that the visual system may use a similar approach to represent complex shapes and shape transformations (Elder, Oleskiw, Yakubovich, & Peyré, 2013; Graf, 2006; Mark et al., 1988; Shaw & Pittenger, 1977; Todd, 1982; Todd, Weismantel, & Kallie, 2014) . We put this idea to the test. We reasoned that if observers can infer non-rigid transformations-such as shearing, bloating or biological growth-they should be able to estimate how points on or near an object shift in space as a result of the transformation process. More specifically, we suggest that the ability to identify corresponding points, and track how those points shift, is one crucial perceptual component in the inference of transformations. In turn, (Movahedi & Elder, 2010) ; (B) Coherent Point Drift (CPD) (Myronenko & Song, 2010) ; and (C) point set registration by preserving global and local structures (PR-GLS) (Ma et al., 2016) . Transparent red dots indicate locations on the shape before transformation; orange dots, correspondences identified after transformation. Some perceptually incorrect mappings are marked in red. For (B) and (C), examples in the first row were obtained by manually fitting parameters to achieve good performance for each shape; in the second row the same parameters were used to fit a different shape, yielding errors. Examples were implemented by using publicly available code. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) this inference could not only provide the means for estimating transformations, but also for segmenting shapes into distinct causal components: those that belong to the intrinsic identify of the shape, and those that are due to extrinsic processes applied to the object. We sought to measure-and modelhow adept observers are at solving this challenging perceptual organization computation.
To test this, we showed participants pairs of objects ('before' and 'after' a transformation) and asked them to indicate corresponding points on the two objects (Fig. 3b) . On each trial, a probe location was indicated by a red dot on or near the 'before' object, and the participants were asked to place a second dot ''at the corresponding location" on or near the 'after' object. Note that given only these instructions the task is mathematically ill posed: there is an infinite number of possible transformations, so the points could shift to potentially arbitrary positions. The task only makes sense, and yields meaningful results, if observers identify how features from one shape transform to match those of the other. It was this process that we sought to measure. The probe points were sampled in random order from a rectangular grid (never shown to participants), or from points along the contour. Testing many of these locations enabled a dense mapping of perceived correspondences (Koenderink, Kappers, Pollick, & Kawato, 1997; Koenderink, Van Doorn, Kappers, & Todd, 1997; Moran & Leiser, 2002; Phillips, Todd, Koenderink, & Kappers, 1997 . Fig. 3c shows example settings from one of Thompson's own drawings (we removed his grids before showing them to participants; complete results are provided in Appendix A, Fig. A.1) . The similarity between Thompson's grids and the responses of participants is quite striking, suggesting that Thompson (1942) superimposed [copyright by Cambridge University Press, reproduced with permission]. (B) A single trial of the dot matching task in which participants were asked to move a green dot to a location on the right side that they perceive as corresponding to the location of the red dot on the left side. (C) True mathematical transformation ('Physical Grid') and mean perceived correspondences ('Perceptual Grid'). Transparent red dots indicate probe locations. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) untrained observers have robust and reliable visual intuitions about which features match one another across species. The findings suggest that points both within and outside the object are perceived to shift systematically as a result of the transformation process, supporting the idea that space is represented relative to key landmarks on objects, and that perceptual organization of space can play a central role in the inference of transformations.
In these examples with recognizable objects, it is possible that participants depended heavily on familiar features, such as eyes or fins, to orient themselves. Thus, to test the generality of these results, we conducted a first systematic experiment with three unfamiliar shapes each subjected to five different non-rigid transformations.
Experiment 1
2.1. Material and methods 2.1.1. Participants 40 students from the Justus-Liebig-University Giessen, Germany (4 male, ages 20-31), with normal or corrected vision participated in the experiment for financial compensation. All participants gave informed consent, were debriefed after the experiment, and were treated according to the ethical guidelines of the American Psychological Association. All testing procedures were approved by the ethics board at Justus-Liebig-University Giessen and were carried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).
Stimuli
Three base shapes were handcrafted with Adobe Illustrator (size 12.24°:18.35°of visual angle) and transformed by five different vector field transformations. These transformations were implemented using Matlab's built-in functions imtransform and interp2 and resulted in (1) left-side compression plus a shear distortion; (2) left-side compression plus a sine bend distortion; (3) left-side barrel distortion; (4) central pincushion distortion; and a (5) central swirl distortion. All transformed images were scaled and rotated (when necessary) to obtain the same height and orientation as the base shapes; scaling and rotation were the same for all three shapes for a particular transformation. See 
Procedure
Stimuli were presented in black on a white background on a Dell U2412M monitor at a resolution of 1920 Â 1200 pixels, controlled by Matlab using the Psychophysics Toolbox extension (Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007) .
On each trial, participants were presented simultaneously with one of the five base shapes (left) and one of its transformed versions (right). A probe location was indicated by a red dot (0.21°) on or near the 'before' object, and the participants were asked to place a green dot (0.21°) ''at the corresponding location" on the right side (i.e., on or near the 'after' object). After each response, the probe point was replaced by the next point. Only after participants responded to all points, was another pair of shapes presented in the subsequent trial. The instructions did not refer to the shapes, and responses were allowed anywhere on the screen.
For each shape and transformation, 30 probe points were placed at equidistant positions around the perimeter of the shape, and 35 probe points were ordered in a regular 5 Â 7 grid (10% bigger than the bounding box of the shape). The grid was the same for all shapes, and the probe points were the same for all participants. Neighboring points on a contour were never presented consecutively. Baseline performance was measured via trials with identical, untransformed shapes on the left and right. Each participant responded to 6 out of the 18 possible combinations of shape (3) and transformation (5 warps, 1 base shape): twice to each base shape (each time with a different transformation), and once to each transformation. Consecutive trials never featured the same shape. After completion, par-ticipants were asked which response strategies they adopted (open format, followed by a multiple choice from a selection of strategies).
Analysis
Four participants who explicitly reported ignoring the shape were not included in the spatial response analyses. For the grid, we calculate as a measure of accuracy the error, that is, the Euclidean distance between each response and the true location of the transformed probe point (given by the mathematical transformation that was used to generate the 'after' stimulus from the 'before' stimulus). For the contour, we first projected each response point perpendicularly onto the contour (this was typically a very short distance, as participants sought to place the dots exactly on the contour), and then computed the distance to the transformed probe point along the contour. We report this average error in degrees of visual angle and as a percentage of the perimeters of the 'after' objects, thereby giving accuracy in retinal image space and in object-centered response space (as our results show that participants respond relative to the 'after' object).
Following the same logic, accuracy of random responses (i.e., chance) was defined by the distance of responses to 10,000 bootstrapped locations within the bounding box of the grid and on the contour. Accuracy of the best rigid fit was defined by the distance of responses to the result of a Procrustes analysis allowing for rotation, reflection, scaling, and translation (projected on the contour of the 'after' object for contour probe locations). For accuracy of model predictions see below.
As a measure of participants' consistency, we defined a congruity measure by obtaining the average unsigned distance between all responses (across participants) for each probe location, and then calculating the grand average across all probe locations for each transformation.
We also computed the tendency to shift points in the direction of the transformation: this ground truth gain was obtained by projecting the perceptual vector (probe location ? response location) onto the physical vector (probe location ? transformed probe location) and then dividing by the length of the physical vector.
Equivalently, we computed the general willingness to shift points in space, independent of the direction of the transformation: this error gain was obtained by projecting the perceptual vector onto the orthogonal physical vector, that combines all shifts away from the transformation direction.
Statistical tests were computed across shapes. We report effect size d, where 0.02 represents a small, 0.5 a medium, and 0.8 a large effect (Cohen, 1988) .
Results and discussion
The 36 (out of 40) participants who reported taking the shapes into account when trying to identify corresponding locations showed strong effects of the non-linear transformations ( Because previous work showed very good performance for inferring rigid transformations (Schmidt, Spröte, & Fleming, 2016) , we tested whether responses are simply a result of approximating each process with a single rigid transformation. It could be, for example, that participants are capable of identifying the best rigid approximation to the transformation (e.g., the overall orientation or scale of the object), but could not infer spatial variations that are the hallmark of non-rigid transformations. The best-fitting rigid approximation to one example transformation is shown in Fig. 4b . Participants' responses were on average significantly closer to the true non-rigid locations than those predicted by Procrustes analysis (156.35 vs. 238.83, [T(70) = À18.39, p < .001, d = 4.29]; Fig. 4e ), suggesting that participants did indeed take non-rigid aspects into account.
When plotting ground truth against error gain, we can evaluate to what extent responses were shifted in the direction of the transformation (area below diagonal) versus in other directions (area above diagonal). Responses are clearly shifted into the direction of the transformation, and more so than the best-fitting rigid approximation (Fig. 4g) . Finally, even the four participants that reported trying to ignore the shape (red dots), were nevertheless affected by the transformations (Fig. 4h) .
Modeling
As noted in the introduction, identifying correspondence across arbitrary non-rigid transformations is computationally challenging: any given point in space near the 'before' object could in principle map to any other point in space surrounding the 'after' object. Thus, to compute correspondences, it seems likely that the brain makes certain simplifying assumptions, such as that the transformations are spatially smooth, rather than discontinuous. We suggest that the visual system identifies and establishes correspondence for a few salient landmarks on the shape, and infers the position of other points in space relative to these. This would provide a robust method to infer correspondence.
We define salient landmarks by local maxima of contour 'surprisal'-an information theoretic measure, related to curvature, which indicates how much each point on the contour 'stands out' from its local context (Attneave, 1954; see Feldman & Singh, 2005 , for derivation). Specifically, surprisal makes use of the assumption that contours are most likely to continue along their current tangent direction (Elder & Goldberg, 2002; Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993; Geisler, Perry, Super, & Gallogly, 2001; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985) . Consequently, the most informative (i.e., least predictable) points on the contour are those that diverge from this current direction, therefore 'standing out' from their local context. This can be formalized by a continuous probability distribution (von Mises distribution) on the turning angles, centered on 0-resulting in monotonically decreasing probabilities (p) with increasing divergence from the current tangent direction. Surprisal is formalized as u = Àlog(p), and therefore increases with the magnitude of turning angle (Feldman & Singh, 2005) .
First, we measured how performance varied as a function of surprisal. Based on previous findings, we calculated turning angles using a window integration size of 5% of the contour perimeter (Schmidt et al., 2016) . We treated positive and negative curvature (i.e., convex and concave contour segments) symmetrically (unsigned; Attneave, 1954; Norman, Phillips, & Ross, 2001 ) and normalized the surprisal for each point on a contour with respect to the maximum surprisal on that contour. Consistent with previous findings with rigid transformations (Phillips et al., 1997; Schmidt et al., 2016) , we find that for all transformations the accuracy of participant's settings for the points on the contour correlated, albeit somewhat weakly, with contour surprisal [mean r = .12; significant in 31 participants with r(148) > .16, p < .042]. This provides an initial indication, as should be expected, that easily localizable features (e.g., corners) yield more precise estimates of spatial transformations. However, the weakness of the correlation also indicates that performance is not limited by the ability of participants to localize points on the contour based solely on their local characteristics. In other words, participants do not localize and distinguish points on the boundary based simply on their local curvatures: points on quite straight (i.e., low surprisal) contour regions can also be localized precisely, suggesting participants use non-local features to determine position.
Second, as a more thorough test of the hypothesis, we implemented a simple model for predicting the perceived locations of transformed points by interpolating and extrapolating their positions relative to a small number of salient landmarks on the contours of the 'before' and 'after' shapes. Landmarks were identified by (i) calculating the normalized distribution of surprisal values along the contour of the base shape (À1, 1) as described above and (ii) finding local minima/maxima that are surrounded by values that are higher/lower by 0.05 on both sides and have absolute values >0.02.
Then, we projected all tested probe points onto the contour of the 'before' shape and defined their positions relative to their neighboring landmarks. Specifically, by finding the same relative position between the corresponding two landmarks on the 'after' shape, we can estimate corresponding points after transformation. For example, if a probe point lay one third of the distance between two landmarks on the 'before' shape, its match was predicted to lie one third of the distance between the two corresponding landmarks on the 'after' shape. Points from the grid were then projected back along the contour normal by a distance proportional to the difference between the shape perimeters (for illustration see Fig. 5 ). This produced a predicted response location for every probe point that we tested.
We find that on average, the predicted locations were even closer to the participants' settings than the ground truth locations (122.48 vs. 156.35, [T(70) = 7.88, p < .001, d = 1.84]; Fig. 4f ) and that the pattern of the residual errors in the model are similar to the pattern of participants' responses (Fig. 4g) . Average distance (i.e., error) between the model and participant's responses was 0.53°of visual angle (contour: 0.24°, grid: 0.78°) or 1.12% of the perimeter of the 'after' object (contour: 0.50%, grid: 1.66%). This suggests that the model accurately predicts both the good overall performance and the specific pattern of errors that participants made. Importantly, this is a zero-free-parameter model: no fitting of the model to the data was performed. Finally, we found that the model performs worse when based First, we project each probe point onto the contour of the 'before' object and define its position relative to neighboring landmarks (stars). Second, we predict its position after transformation by interpolating between the corresponding landmarks on the 'after' object. (B) Prediction of grid responses based on interpolation and extrapolation. First, we project each probe point onto the contour of the 'before' object and use the same interpolation process as described in (A). Second, we project the new location on the 'after' object back along the contour normal. For global transformations that affect the whole shape (Experiment 1), this projection distance (D after ) is weighted by the difference between the perimeter (P) of the 'before' and 'after' object; D after = D before ⁄ (P after /P before ). For local transformations (Experiment 2), the projection distance is not weighted; D after = D before . on points of inflection rather than on local maxima of surprisal (150.29 vs. 122.48, [T(70) = À8.85, p < .001, d = 2.06]), supporting our suggestion (based on Attneave, 1954 and Singh, 2005) , that salient landmarks play a privileged role in the computations.
Experiment 2
The transformations in Experiment 1 are smooth, global deformations of shape. However, natural non-rigid transformations, such as growth processes, are not always global; many processes are restricted to specific parts of objects, such as limbs. In Experiment 2, we sought to test whether the ability to infer non-rigid transformations generalized to such spatially heterogeneous processes (Denisova, Feldman, Su, & Singh, 2016) by using shapes in which limb-like protuberances emerged out of the objects as a result of the transformation.
Material and methods

Participants
18 students from the Justus-Liebig-University Giessen, Germany (5 male, ages 19-34) participated in the experiment, for further details see Experiment 1.
Stimuli
Five base shapes were handcrafted with Adobe Photoshop (size of bounding box: 14.50°:13.20°, 19.04°:11.40°, 12.26°:15.37°, 12.34°:18.76°, and 12.12°:13.63°of visual angle) and transformed by using the Liquify tool of Adobe Photoshop Ò to stretch out convexities in the base shapes into limblike protuberances. All stimuli and transformations meshes are available for download at http:// dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.61701.
Procedure
The procedure was that same as in Experiment 2, except that 40 probe points were placed at equidistant positions around the perimeter of the shape, and the grid was a regular 5 Â 5 grid of 25 probe points. Each participant responded to all 5 shapes and to 1 of the base shapes, and was asked for adopted response strategies after completion.
Analysis
Three participants who explicitly reported ignoring the shape were not included in the spatial response analyses. Accuracy was computed as in Experiment 1; ground truth was based on the mesh transformation of the Liquify tool. Since most of the probe points were not affected by the transformations, ground truth gain, error gain, and Procrustes analysis were not informative and were not calculated. Note that model predictions for points from the grid were obtained by projecting back along the contour normal by the same distance as they were projected onto the contour; as transformations were local the model did not need a global weighting factor. Statistical tests were computed across shapes.
Results and discussion
As with global transformations, we find that the 15 (out of 18) participants who reported taking the shapes into account in their judgments were extremely good at establishing correspondence ( This suggests, again, that for contour locations participants orient themselves using salient features on the boundary, and infer the positions of transformed points relative to these. Note however that neither ground truth nor the model do particularly well for grid locations, suggesting that for transformations of object parts the visual system relies on more sophisticated mechanisms than simple geometrical extrapolation (e.g., segmentation and weighting of moving and non-moving parts of the contour).
Experiment 3
The heterogeneous transformations of Experiment 2 were intended to approximately resemble certain natural growth processes, but they were created in image editing software rather than through accurate physical or biological simulation. This has the advantage that we have precise control over-and knowledge of-the ground truth correspondences. However, it is also interesting to ask the extent to which observers can track more complex, realistic growth processes that can radically alter structure, such as the unfurling of a growing stem, or the development from froglet to frog. We addressed this question in Experiment 3 by using shapes derived from images of real-world organisms at different stages of development. 15 students from the Justus-Liebig-University Giessen, Germany (6 male, ages 21-35) participated in the experiment, for further details see Experiment 1.
Stimuli
Five base and transformed shapes were derived from photographs or drawings of real-world organisms at different stages of development: a turtle embryo, a frog, a dog, a leaf, and a fern (size of bounding box: 10.24°:16.22°, 13.21°:20.28°, 11.60°:9.90°, 12.16°:10.99°, and 17.70°:18.02°of visual angle). All stimuli are available for download at http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.61701.
Procedure
Same procedure as in Experiment 2, just that the grid was 110% of each base shape's bounding boxes. Each participant responded to all 5 shapes, and was asked for adopted response strategies after completion.
Analysis
With no ground truth available, the average distance between responses (congruity) was used as response variable. Note that for random responses the congruity was defined as the average distance of random responses to the centroid of participants' responses. Statistical tests were computed across shapes.
Results and discussion
Although we have no means to establish the ground truth transformations, we can nevertheless measure how consistent participants are in their solution of the correspondence problem ( Fig. 7 ; complete results are provided in Appendix A, Fig. A.5) .
It is important to note, that in some cases, there is no well-defined solution for all probes. For example, where a new limb is created or destroyed, correspondence cannot be defined. Despite this, we find that overall participants were extremely consistent in their responses, certainly far above chance (average distance between responses: 88.22 vs. 1217.42, [T(648) = À57.91, p < .001, d = 4.54]; Fig. 7d ). We also find that congruity declined as a function of the distance from the contour [r(123) = À.66, p < .001]. For the model, we defined salient landmarks in the 'before' object equivalent to Experiment 1 and-because we lacked ground truth-chose the corresponding landmarks in the 'after' object by hand. Model prediction was comparable to that obtained in Experiment 2 and better for contour compared to grid responses (Fig. A.6 ). Average distance (i.e., error) between the model and participant's responses was 0.89°of visual angle (contour: 0.42°, grid: 1.63°) or 1.66% of the perimeter of the 'after' object (contour: 0.78%, grid: 3.06%).
General discussion
Together, our findings suggest that observers are extremely good at tracking how positions in space-both on and nearby objects-are affected by complex non-rigid transformations as occur in morphogenesis. This ability to identify corresponding features, and track how those features shift as a result of a transformation, is one crucial perceptual component in the visual inference of transformations. It provides a general mechanism for representing potentially arbitrarily complex transformations, like those during viscous flow, crystal growth or biological development.
Perceiving and interacting with objects in our visual environment depends crucially on our ability to establish object constancy across transformations and to understand the nature of these transformations. For example, in biological growth, this ability is the basis for our judgments on age, kinship, or the past and future development of organisms, including other humans. Although all biological organisms are subject to growth and change their shape with the passage of time, the visual perception of these changes has not received much attention (although see Cutting, 1978; Mark et al., 1988; Pittenger & Shaw, 1975; Pittenger & Todd, 1983) .
Many previous studies have demonstrated our ability to estimate and compensate for mathematically simple transformations, such as rotations in 2D (Moran & Leiser, 2002; Schmidt et al., 2016; Shepard & Cooper, 1982) and 3D (Cornelis, Van Doorn, & Wagemans, 2009; Koenderink, Van Doorn et al., 1997; Phillips et al., 1997; Todd, 1984) . However, our findings confirm that this is a special case of a much more general ability to infer and interpret processes that alter the shape itself (Arnheim, 1974; Cutting, 1982; Cutting & Kozlowski, 1977; Graf, 2006; Kim, Effken, & Shaw, 1995; Kourtzi & Shiffrar, 2001; Leyton, 1989 Leyton, , 2012 Pinna, 2010; Pittenger & Shaw, 1975; Shaw & Pittenger, 1977; Spröte & Fleming, 2013) , and not simply the projection of the shape on the retina.
In the visual system, processes of perceptual grouping and figure-ground organization combine image features into representations of shape and determine whether they belong to object or background . Our findings suggest that the resulting shape representations are subject to further perceptual organization processes, in which salient shape features are identified and used to establish inferences about the shape-forming, morphogenic processes that gave an object its present shape. For smooth, global transformations (Experiment 1), these inferences can be approximated by our simple model-even for probe locations away from the contour. For heterogeneous, local transformations (Experiments 2) and for complex shapes and transformations that remove salient shape features (Experiment 3), the perceptual organization processes that are used to estimate effects of transformations outside the contour seem to be more complex, probably involving segmentation and weighting of transformed and non-transformed parts of the contour.
Again, the ease with which we perform the task makes it difficult to appreciate how computationally challenging it is-note that even state-of-the-art computer algorithms are not perfect (Fig. 2) and are not designed to infer positions outside the contour when provided with contour information only.
Although previous studies have suggested that shapes may be represented and compared in terms of transformations (Atit et al., 2013; Bedford & Mansson, 2010; Chen & Scholl, 2015; Cutting, 1982; Dubinskiy & Zhu, 2003; Feldman, 1995; Feldman & Singh, 2006; Feldman et al., 2013; Hoffman & Richards, 1984; Koffka, 1935 Koffka, /1965 Leyton, 1989 Leyton, , 1992 Mark et al., 1988; Mark & Todd, 1985; Ons & Wagemans, 2011; Pittenger & Shaw, 1975; Shaw & Pittenger, 1977) , to our knowledge we provide the first detailed empirical evidence that the human visual system represents positions in space on and around objects relative to salient landmarks of the object itself. For example, Leyton (1989 Leyton ( , 1992 has developed a theory for inferring causal history (i.e. a series of transformations) from single shapes. He suggested that all curvature extrema along a shape's outline have local symmetry axes leading to them that indicate the directions along which forces operated to create the observed shape (''process inferring symmetry axis"). However, empirical evidence supporting this idea has been scarce (Leyton, 1986a (Leyton, , 1986b , and his model does not predict transformations of points outside objects, nor the components of transformation that are orthogonal to the medial axes of the shape.
There are also other domains, such as motor control in which perceived space is affected by allocentric scene properties (Medendorp, 2011) , or even action itself. For example, numerous studies have indicated that visual space is distorted peri-saccadically (Binda, Cicchini, Burr, & Morrone, 2009 ). However, unlike peri-saccadic remapping-which is essentially unconscious-in our experiments, participants reported an explicit awareness of the transformation. We suggest this reflects processes for parsing and understanding object shape-and its variations-rather than involuntary effects of mapping between different reference frames (e.g., before and after saccades).
The finding that observers also re-map points that are located in free space (i.e., not on or within the object itself) suggests that the visual system represents unstructured locations in space relative to landmarks on shapes. In turn, this ability potentially provides the means not only to determine correspondences, but also to abstract transformations from shapes, that is, to recognize and estimate parameters of shape-distorting transformations, as long as they preserve salient landmarks. Thus, the tendency to represent space relative to shape features, could provide the basis for segmenting shapes into distinct causal components: those that belong to the intrinsic identify of the shape (e.g., salient landmarks), and those that are due to extrinsic, forces, processes and events applied to the object (Arnheim, 1974; Leyton, 1989; Pinna, 2010; Spröte & Fleming, 2013) . We have shown previously that observers can identify and match certain non-rigid transformations, such as bends, across a range of different objects . The current findings hint at some of the perceptual organization processes underlying such abilities.
More generally, the ability to infer and interpret non-rigid transformations is potentially important for a wide range of perceptual and cognitive tasks, including (i) object constancy-the ability to identify objects across diverse viewing conditions or organisms across growth; (ii) predicting motor affordances and future behavior of objects based on the ways they respond to shape-transforming forces (Battaglia, Hamrick, & Tenenbaum, 2013; Bouman, Xiao, Battaglia, & Freeman, 2013; Cholewiak, Fleming, & Singh, 2013; Paulun, Kawabe, Nishida, & Fleming, 2015; Vrins, de Wit, & van Lier, 2009 ); (iii) the ability to identify similarities between different shapes (Hahn, Chater, & Richardson, 2003; Hahn, Close, & Graf, 2009; Imai, 1977; Kimia, Tannenbaum, & Zucker, 1995; Kubilius, Bracci, & Op de Beeck, 2016; Ons & Wagemans, 2012; Panis, Vangeneugden, & Wagemans, 2008) ; and (iv) the prediction of plausible variations of objects belonging to a given class when presented with only a single, or small number of exemplars (Feldman, 1992 (Feldman, , 1997 Richards, Feldman, & Jepson, 1992) . Thus, we suggest that the hitherto under-appreciated perception of non-rigid shape transformations is a crucial element of a broader set of 'Shape Understanding' abilities, which parse and interpret the causally significant features of shapes (Leyton, 1989; Scholl & Tremoulet, 2000; Spröte & Fleming, 2013) .
In sum, our findings reveal the operation of specific perceptual organization processes that make us remarkably adept at identifying correspondences across complex shape-transforming processes. We suggest this ability is invaluable for many tasks that involve 'making sense' of shape. Thompson (1942) [copyright by Cambridge University Press, reproduced with permission]: (A) copepods, (B) amphipods, (C) Parrotfish/Angle fish, (D) Wreckfish/Short Bigeye, and (E) Rhinoceros skulls. For each pair, we show the 'before' object with the grid of probe locations in transparent red, the 'after' object with the transformed grid in orange, and the 'after' object with the mean responses in green. The size of the bounding box of the 'before' object was 17.68°:20.24°, 21.14°:9.60°, 20.43°:10.00°, 20.77°:13.22°, and 20.45°:11.93°, respectively. In A, C, and D, accuracy is clearly decreasing with distance from the contour. Also, the significance of shape features is evident. For example, in D participants show adequate reproduction of ground truth only within the shape. Outside the shape, they respond with respect to the features of the fish (e.g., by interpolating between dorsal and tail fin). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
